Critical Thinking University™
Become a Better Thinker in an Hour a Week
Imagine being able to learn dynamic decisionmaking, problem-solving, and critical thinking skills
situations. It’s now possible through Critical
Thinking University™ from Pearson TalentLens.

Tutorial

that can be applied directly to actual workplace

•

Recognize assumptions

•

Distinguish fact from opinion

•

Avoid “analysis paralysis”

•

Recognize bias in themselves and others

•

Envision creative solutions

Video Exercise

This powerful online portal gives everyone—from individual
contributors to mid-career managers—the ability to solve
difficult on-the-job problems. Participants blaze their own
“journey to better decisions” by advancing through 18
interactive courses with real-world business scenarios that
require them to:

CTU blends formal, informal, and social learning to provide
an experience similar to a real classroom. Participants work
through courses and an ultimate gaming challenge at their
own pace and have opportunities to interact with peers and
community managers in expert-led discussions, blogs, and
webinars. The result? Seeing decisions and problems from
a variety of perspectives and becoming a confident and
effective thinker.

Gaming Challenge

What Makes CTU a Powerful
eLearning Experience?

Additional Information
Free Book Download
Participants receive a free online download of the
book Now You’re Thinking! and access to an online
book club to discuss their thoughts as they read the
story of heroism and effective thinking.

Time to Complete
Each course takes approximately 1 hour to complete.
However, actual time spent will vary based on the
learner’s participation in online discussions and
social learning.

Standalone or Blended Learning
CTU can be implemented standalone or as part of an
existing training program that incorporates a critical
thinking exercise.

CTU Registration
Registration is
is available
available at
at www.thinkwatson.com/ctu/signup
www.talentlens.com.au/CTU or call
570 308 (AUS).
Registration
or1800
call 888.298.6227.
12 month license is AU$200/NZ$295
The cost for a 12-month
$159/per person. per person.

Price Includes:
•

Anytime access to Critical Thinking University for one year

•

18 self-paced courses and a final gaming challenge, “Robbery on the R.E.D. Royale”

•

Critical thinking resources, tips, and brain teasers

•

Social learning tools that provide self-directed learning, feedback, and coaching
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